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In short: With Bringme, companies, organisations,

residences and schools are bringing in a post office of

their own. 

ThinkNext Team

Underlying the daily operations of Bringme is a Zendesk customer support system. They focus strongly on

customer experience and efficient processes. In order to further streamline operations, Bringme desires to

further innovate on its customer service processes.

Decrease in lead and average handling time by automating simple customer questions.

Thereby a decrease in operational costs.

Train the Orion model with input the existing customer interactions at Bringme. 

Activate the Orion plugin in Bringme's Zendesk.
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When a customer ticket is created, the plugin performs a call to the

Orion cloud to analyse the ticket. The results are returned and the

necessary actions are taken within Zendesk. Every operator sees on

his screen the most relevant template suggestion. Each time an

operator selects a template as suggested by Orion, the Orion AI

model gets smarter. When Orion is certain enough, Orion answers in

an automatic way. On top of this, ticket deflection is also activated.

When a ticket comes in, Orion performs an analysis to see if there are

relevant FAQ articles. If so, an automatic reply will be made and the

customer has the option to indicate that the article helped to answer

the question. If so, no manual interaction is needed!

Some key-figures

43% of all tickets may be handled by

Orion.
 

Orion answered 4% of these tickets

autonomously. 

18% was successfully deflected.
 

For the tickets answered by human

operators, the Orion suggestion was

followed in 59% of the time. And so

reducing AHT and improving FTR. 


